Biocomputing with Nanostructures on Lipid Bilayers.
Biocomputation is the algorithmic manipulation of biomolecules. Nanostructures, most notably DNA nanostructures and nanoparticles, become active substrates for biocomputation when modified with stimuli-responsive, programmable biomolecular ligands. This approach-biocomputing with nanostructures ("nano-bio computing")-allows autonomous control of matter and information at the nanoscale; their dynamic assemblies and beneficial properties can be directed without human intervention. Recently, lipid bilayers interfaced with nanostructures have emerged as a new biocomputing platform. This new nano-bio interface, which exploits lipid bilayers as a chemical circuit board for information processing, offers a unique reaction space for realizing nanostructure-based computation at a previously unexplored dimension. In this Concept, recent advances in nano-bio computing are briefly reviewed and the newly emerging concept of biocomputing with nanostructures on lipid bilayers is introduced.